










This year's photographs show Rochester's Fire Department in action.
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AS ORGANIZED JANUARY 1, 1964
Mayor, Royal H. Edgekly
COUNCILMEN
Ward One — Harley O. Day, W. Paul Miller
Ward Tivo — Arthur Gagnon, Paul B. Lamie
Ward Three — Ramon Rubins, Henry L. Paradis
Ward Four — J. Paul Roy, Walter J. Desmarais
Ward Five — Jerome J. Caplette, Robert C. Cartier
Ward Six — Raymond N. Hersey, Anthony J. Corriveau
City Clerk — Katherine L. Herman
City Solicitor — Robert A. Carignan
City Treasurer — Theresa Gilman
City Accountant — Jack H. Yuill
Collector of Taxes — Reginald G. Hurd
Commissioner of Public Works — George C. Nadeau
Chief of Police — Ernest J. Levesque
Deputy Chief of Police — Nelson E. Goodfield
Lieutenant Inspector — Joseph G. Zuromskis
Sergeants — Antonio E. Anctil, Anthony J. Familgetti
Patrolmen — Laurent V. Autotte, Norman J. Beaulieu, Charles E.
Dame, Manuel J. DeCourt, Paul Gowen, David Hall, Willis M.
Hayes, Arnold L. Home, Sidney J. Hurley, Kenneth P. Hussey, Deus
C. Levesque, Bradley B. Loomis, Stephen J. Shaughnessy, Kenneth
C. Stone
Policewoman — Irene M. Labrecque
Chief Engineer of Fire Department — Ralph G. Seavey
Deputy Chief Engineers of Fire Department — Andrew W. Daggett,
Robert W. Emmond. Charles R. Grenier, William Kenyon, Edmond
J. Portrie
Overseer of Public Welfare — Leo E. Beaudoin
Health Officer — Kenneth J. Jones
City Physician — Charles E. Moors, Jr.
Board of Health — Kenneth J. Jones, Charles E. Moors, Jr., Carl L.
Martin, Charles C. Thompson. Michael Jacobsen
Plumbers' Examining Board — Joseph A. Rainville, Beverly H. Davis,
Kenneth J. Jones
Assessors — Melvin E. Downing, George J. Potvin, Stephen J. Sleeper
Trustees of Trust Funds — Walter A. Bickford, Wallace Hussey, Ber-
nard F. Nixon
Trustees of Public Library — Marguerite K. Hervey, Arnold T. Clem-
ent, Otto W. McCrillis, Charles Varney, Jr., Jerome Lachance, Elaine
L. Hanton
Licensing Board — Mayor Royal H. Edgerly, Chief of Police Ernest
J. Levesque, Commissioner of Public Works George C. Nadeau
Manager of City Hall Auditorium — Frank B. Miller
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Building Inspector — Stephen J. Sleeper
Superintendent of Recreation and Park Commission — Bert D. George
Janitor City Hall — Arthur E. Breton
Janitor, East Rochester Hall — Thomas M. Robinson
Janitor, Gonic Hall — Alphonse J. Hamel
Sealer of Weights and Measures — Clifford J. Grenier
Public Weighers — J. Raymond Fisher, Albert Menard, Rene Gonne-
ville, Roger N. Page, Donald Haney, Orlando E. Pickering, Frances
Mee, Bert Woodward
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber — George J. Potvin, Walter Williams
Fence Viewers — Franklin Marchand, Frank B. Pinkham, John C.
Richardson, Jr.
STANDING COMMITEES, 1964
Finance — Mayor, Hersey, Rubins
Public Works — Mayor, Corriveau, Lamie, Caplette, Rubins
Police Budget — Mayor, Cartier, Day
Fire — Lamie, Miller, Day
Legal Affairs — Mayor, Corriveau, Paradis
Claims and Accounts — Mayor, Miller, Gagnon
Public Buildings — Hersey, Cartier, Caplette
Purchasing — Mayor, Miller, Gagnon
Traffic — Corriveau, Lamie, Paradis
Street Lights — Hersey, Corriveau, Desmarais
Election and Returns — Lamie, Cartier, Roy
Bills in Second Reading — Hersey, Miller, Rubins
Recreation — Lamie, Paradis, Caplette
Printing — Hersey, Cartier, Roy
Public Instruction — Mayor, Corriveau, Gagnon
Recreation and Park Commission — Paul B. Lamie, John F. Scala,
John C. Merry, Jr., Stephen O. Wallace, Roy Allain
Police Commission — James L. Foss, George A. Young, Richard L.
Cousineau
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT. 1964
Howard R. Holt, Clerk. Raymond J. Stowell, Chairman
John C. Merry, Jr., Henry A. Roulx, Samuel T. Black
ROCHESTER PLANNING BOARD, 1964
Ex-Officio — Mayor Royal H. Edgerly
Secretary — Stephen J. Sleeper
Chairman — Dennis E. Brennan
George Chase, Herve E. Lagasse, Abbott R. Jones, Richard E. Garnsey,
John G. Torr
SELECTMEN AS OF 1964
Ward One — George E. Pray, Armand Grenier, Alden R. Mendler
Ward Two — Maurice Marsan, Russell Quint, Thomas E. Voss
Ward Three — Diana Lachapelle, Janet Keller, Rita Carignan
Ward Four — Gerard LaBranche, Jerene Paradis, Constance DeWolfe
Ward Five — Louis M. Boston, Harry S. Johnson, William Gerrish
Ward Six — Raymond A. Beaudoin, Jr., James Flood, Arthur R. Trace
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
By Royal H. Edgerly, Sr., Mayor
January 2, 1964
Gentlemen of the Council:
We should be very much concerned as to the welfare of
our City and what we can contribute to its growth and expan-
sion. We have had our differences and now can sit down to run-
ning the city with the zeal it needs to progress. Let us forget
our political differences and work as a unit for the people whom
we represent.
We should analyze all problems with an open mind and
try to convince ourselves of what is best for a progressive pro-
gram which will not stop this year or the next, but continue
on for a better City.
We will have many surmountable problems confront us.
I am sure you will be able to cope with them, forgetting any
personal desires or gains, and solve them with fervency and
zeal, ever remembering that Rochester is our home and future.
We are, I am sure, concerned with our tax structure and
its future, ever bearing in mind that we must be mindful of
any influx in our tax program. I would like to by-pass taxes,
which is easy on paper, but practically impossible in life.
The Water Pollution Program is well on its way, and I
am sure will be completed within the next two years. A portion
of the cost must be absorbed by our tax structure.
The new Elementary School will be completed this year
and must be manned, and this cost absorbed by the tax struc-
ture.
The general costs of operating our city are constantly ris-
ing. These costs can be controlled to lessen our tax burden.
I believe we are bound between two powers of what we
should do — continue our progressive movement and expand
into a city of desire or should we ever remain a pedestal city,
blooming but dormant?
All these programs cost money; they cannot be eliminated.
All costs can be controlled to get the best and most from our
tax dollar. I am sure that you can all foresee that the tax
situation is a crucial one and must be watched, and we must
realize that to have is to want, and to want is to work, and to
work is to realize how difficult it is to get money to pay for
progress.
The Revaluation Program is well on its way to being com-
pleted and should give us a truer and more consistent real estate
value, which in turn will contribute to the growth of our city.
The general efficiency of our city can be improved. I believe
we should have an office for purchasing and control to give us
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a better buying power. You should remember that our purchases
for the city represent many tax dollars, so we must give this
our genuine effort and consideration.
We should secure all the knowledge we can as to a Federal
Housing and Renewal Program available through their respec-
tive federal agencies. The work and study previously done
should be rejuvenated and brought up-to-date.
Our School Program structurally is one of the best, and
with our new Superintendent and School Board should progress
and improve internally. There may be a need for expansion,
and the citizens of Rochester may be assured that this need
will be taken in stride. It is difficult to conceive why we cannot
upgrade our system and keep the costs practical. I believe that
a good Teachers' Salary Program should be created and made
final so we can control our school budgets more efficiently. Let's
stand pat in our desires to make our school system workable,
efficient and productive for the betterment of our youth and
their future.
The industrial aspects of our City are much brighter now
than they have been in the past. We have had a few small new
industries move to our City, and I am sure that there will be
more. Let's keep Rochester diversified industrially, realizing
that industry is a great facet for our tax burden. They are more
essential to the growth of our city than any other one source,
so we must keep in stride with the demands of industry. There-
fore, I will personally make visits to all our industries to better
acquaint myself and committees as to what their problems
may be.
With the approval of the Home Rule Bill this last election,
you have made way for the possibility of changing our city
election programs. A referendum for a change in our primary
system will be on your ballot at the next City election. This
new system will allow anyone to file for any elective office in
the City of Rochester. I believe that this is a step in the right
direction, and that Rochester will benefit by this change.
I will suggest that we hire a director for a Civil Defense
Program making ourselves available to the benefits offered
through this federal agency. There is a great need for civil
defense development in our city and must be brought up-to-
date with the other cities in the state.
I offer you not any dynamic changes in our city government
nor to build any great edifice in my honor. All I want is to
contribute tidbits of constructive advances for a better Roches-
ter. I believe that we can accomplish all these things if we
practice what I once read and have always remembered. We
must always dream and shoot higher than we know we can do.
not bothering just to be better than our contemporaries or pre-
decessors, but try to be better than ourselves.
IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS
AND ORDERS
Passed bv the City Council in 1964
RESOLUTION TO BORROW MONEY IN
ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be and is hereby authorized
to hire in anticipation of taxes a sum not exceeding Nine Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($900,000.00). said sum to be hired on notes of
the City in such amounts and at such times as it deems the best in-
terest of the City requires.
Passed January 2, 1964
RESOLUTION TO VALIDATE ORDERS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That pending the passage of the annual appropriation
measure for the fiscal year 1964, the Mayor be and is hereby author-
ized and empowered to validate orders on the City Treasurer for
all duly approved and properly classified claims for operating expenses
of the City of Rochester or any of its municipal subdivisions.
Passed January 2. 1964
RESOLUTION ON TIME POLLS TO BE OPEN MARCH 10
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, 1964, at the
Direct Primary Election, the polling places in all six wards of the
City of Rochester shall be open from 10 A.M. and shall close at 7
P.M. Eastern Standard Time.
Passed January 7. 1964
RESOLUTION THAT COMMITEE CHAIRMEN
MAKE MONTHLY REPORTS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Chairman of all Standing and Special Commit-
tees file monthly reports with the City Council to be presented at the
monthly Council Meeting.
Passed January 7, 1964
RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE MONEY FOR TRAFFIC
LICHTS ON COLUMBUS AVENUE AND SOUTH MAIN STREET
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That a sum not to exceed $3,875.00 be and is hereby ap-
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propriated for the installation of traffic lights at the corner of Colum-
bus Avenue and South Main Street, said sum to be taken out of the
general fund and repaid later from the parking meter account.
Passed February 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE
COUNCILMEN WITH ORDINANCES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That each Councilman be provided with the Ordinances
of the City of Rochester 1952 Edition, as amended, Cushing's pro-
cedure of Parliamentary Practice, and Rules and Order of the Mayor
and City Council of the City of Rochester.
Be it further resolved, that they be provided for each Council-
man by March 1, 1964.
Passed February 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE MONEY
FOR NEW POLICE CRUISERS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $1,500.00 be and is hereby appropriated
for the use of the Rochester Police Commission for the purchase of
two new police cruisers, the same to be raised by the Finance Com-
mittee in whatever manner seems most advantageous to the City
of Rochester, and that such sum be charged against the 1964 Police
Budget.
Passed March 3, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO TRAFFIC
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 23 of Chapter XVI of the City of Rochester
Ordinances, 1952 Edition as amended, be further amended by add-
ing after the word "streets" in line 2 thereof, the following: —
"Easterly side of North Main Street from Strafford Square to
a point one hundred feet ( 100' ) Northerly from said Strafford Square;
Easterly side of North Main Street from Strafford Square to a point
one hundred feet ( 100' ) Northerly from said Strafford Square."
Passed April 7, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES
RELATIVE TO WATER WORKS
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XXVII, Section 7, of the City of Rochester
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Ordinances. 1952 Edition as amended, be further amended by strik-
ing out the whole thereof and inserting in the place thereof, the fol-
lowing new section: —
"Section 7. The Clerk shall keep suitable books in which he
shall enter, under appropriate heading, the name of each person taking
water used, rates charged, amount and circumstances of any abate-
ments and such other matter as the Committee shall direct. He shall
be responsible for making, sending, and collecting bills due the
Water Division for the use of the water or for any other purposes.
Any person, firm, or corporation, shall be charged in addition 6% per
annum on any bill due the Water Division for the use of water or for
any other purposes, should they neglect or fail to pay said sum due
within sixty (60) days from billing date. However, in no case shall
said penalty for failure to pay water bills within said specified time
be less than 50c ( fifty cents ) . All sums so collected shall be deposited
in a separate account in such bank or banks as the City Treasurer may
direct."
Passed April 7. 1964
RESOLUTION TO ADOPT 1964 BUDGET
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $1,944,968.61 be and is hereby appro-
priated to defray the expenses of the City of Rochester for the ensuing
year in accord with the budget herein adopted, and
That the sum of $1,615,003.61 plus such overlay as may be neces-
sary is hereby ordered and directed to be raised by taxation, on the
polls and rateable estates within the said City.
Passed April 7. 1964
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE EQUIPMENT
FOR PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be and is hereby authorized
to borrow a sum not exceeding Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($14,000.)
upon such terms as they deem to be for the best interest of the




Truck, Body, Plow Frame, and Plow
less trade-in 7,517.00
That said equipment be purchased by a joint committee com-
posed of the Public Works and Purchasing Committees.
% Passed May 5, 1964
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RESOLUTION FOR HOUSING AUTHORITY
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester:
Section 1. The Honorable Mayor and Members of the City
Council of the City of Rochester, New Hampshire, hereby determine,
find and declare, pursuant to the Housing Authorities Law of the
State of New Hampshire, that there is need for a housing authority
to function in the City of Rochester, New Hampshire.
Section 2. The name of said authority shall be "Housing Auth-
ority of the City of Rochester."
Section 3. The Clerk of the City Council is hereby directed to
notify the Mayor of the adoption of this resolution.
Passed May 5, 1964
RESOLUTION TO APPOINT THREE JUSTICES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the City Council petition the Rochester District Court
to appoint three (3) Justices of the Peace who shall be authorized
to fix bail in criminal cases to be brought before said District Court.
Be it further resolved, that the City Clerk be authorized to peti-
tion said District Court on behalf of the City Council.
Passed May 5, 1964
RESOLUTION TO APPOINT BAIL COMMISSIONERS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That this Honorable Body confirm the appointment, by
Honorable Leonard C. Hardwick, presiding Justice of the Rochester
Municipal Court, of John C. Richardson, Ralph Dunlap and Victor
Cardosi as Bail Commissioners authorized to fix and receive bail in
criminal cases to be brought before the Rochester District Court.
Passed June 2, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES
RELATIVE TO SALARIES — DISTRICT COURT
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XXV, Section 3E be amended by striking
out Section 3E and inserting in the place thereof: —
E. Payable from the District Court:
1. Justice of the Rochester District Court $3,720.00 pay-
able in equal quarterly installments per annum.
2. Special Justice of the Rochester District Court, $750.00
payable in equal quarterly installments per annum.
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3. Clerk of the Rochester District Court $1,500.00 payable
in equal quarterly installments per annum.
Passed June 2, 1964
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE FIRE TRUCK
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $14,725.00 be and is hereby appropriated
for the purchase of a fire truck for the Fire Department.
Be it further resolved, that said sum be raised by the Finance
Committee by means deemed most advantageous to the City of
Rochester.
Passed July 7, 1964
RESOLUTION ON TIME POLLS OPEN FOR
SEPTEMBER PRIMARY AND NOVEMBER ELECTION
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That on Tuesday, September 8, 1964 at the State Primary
Election, the polling places in all six wards of the City of Rochester
shall be open at 10 o'clock in the forenoon and shall close at 7 o'clock
in the evening. Daylight Saving Time and that on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 3, 1964 at the Biennial Election, the polling places in all six
wards of the City of Rochester shall be open at 10 o'clock in the fore-
noon and shall close at 7 o'clock in the evening. Eastern Standard
Time.
Passed July 7, 1964
RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO A
TRAFFIC AND PARKING SURVEY
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $1,200.00 be and is hereby appropriated
for a Traffic and Parking Survey; and
Be it further resolved, that said sum be raised by the Finance
Committee by means deemed most advantageous to the City of Roches-
ter.
Passed July 7, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO TRAFFIC
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 23 of Chapter XVI of the City of Rochester
Ordinances, 1952 Edition as amended, be further amended by adding
at the end thereof the following: —
No vehicle shall be parked or left standing on the northwesterly
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side of Congress Street from Central Square to a point 275 feet south-
westerly from said Central Square.
Passed August 4. 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO TRAFFIC
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 26 of Chapter XVI of the City of Rochester
Ordinances, 1952 Edition as amended, be further amended by adding
at the end thereof the following: —
( 69 ) On Knight Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
Knight Street.
( 70 ) On Bradley Court before entering Columbus Avenue from
Bradley Court.
( 71 ) On Mclntire Court before entering Columbus Avenue
from Mclntire Court.
( 72 ) On Upham Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
the southerly side of Upham Street.
(73) On Upham Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
the northerly side of Upham Street.
( 74 ) On May Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
May Street.
( 75 ) On Lowell Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
the southerly side of Lowell Street.
( 76 ) On Lowell Street before entering Columbus Avenue from
the northerly side of Lowell Street.
( 77 ) On Gear Road before entering Hansonville Road from
the westerly side of Gear Road.
(78) On Gear Road before entering Hansonville Road from
the easterly side of Gear Road.
Section 26a. All motor vehicles shall yield the right-of-way on
Columbus Avenue before entering Hancock Street at the intersection
of Columbus Avenue and Hancock Street.
Passed August 4, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE ON ZONING
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XII of the Ordinances of the City of Roches-
ter, as amended, be further amended by reclassifying the area on the
Easterly side of Knight Street, bounded Easterly by Knight Street,
Northerly by Upham Street, and Westerly by Columbus Avenue, from
its present classification of R-2 to the classification of 1-2. and the
zoning map be changed accordingly.
Passed August 4, 1964
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RESOLUTION TO
APPROPRIATE MONEY FOR TRAFFIC
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $2,300.00 be and is hereby appropriated
to supplement that amount appropriated at the June, 1964 Council
Meeting for a traffic survey for the City of Rochester.
Be if further resolved that said sum be raised by the Finance
Committee by means deemed most advantageous to the City of
Rochester .
Passed August 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE AMBULANCE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $7,500.00 be and is hereby appropriated
for the purchase of a new ambulance for the City of Rochester.
Be it further resolved that said sum be raised by the Finance
Committee by means deemed most advantageous to the City of
Rochester.
Passed August 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO FINISH
ALLEN SCHOOL PLAY AREA
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Councl go on record as being in favor of com-
pleting the Allen School Play Area.
Passed August 14, 1964
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE, CHAPTER XXV,
ENTITLED SALARIES




Section 1. Purpose. The salaries of all City Officers and all
City employees shall be in full payment and final satisfaction for all
services required by law and shall be fixed at the annual rate, unless
otherwise specified, and shall be payable as hereinafter designated.
Section 2. Full Time Officers and Employees. The following
shall be considered full time officers and employees and shall be
paid from the following departments, payable as hereinafter specified.
A. Payable from the Salary Department:
1. City Clerk, $4,404.40, payable weekly.
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2. City Accountant, $5,720.00, payable weekly.
3. Collector of Taxes, $4,290.00, payable weekly.
4. Each full time Assessor of Taxes, $5,500.00, payable
weekly, plus the additional sum of $100 per year for
travel expenses.
B. Payable from the Public Buildings Department:
1. Janitor at City Hall, $3,623.74, payable weekly.
2. Assistant Janitor at City Hall, $3,317.60, payable weekly.
C. Payable from the Fire Department:
1. Chief of the Fire Department, $6,285.72, payable weekly.
2. The permanent First Deputy Chief at the Central Fire
Station, $91.96, weekly.
3. The permanent Second Deputy Chief at the Central Fire
Station, $88.47, weekly.
4. The two permanent Captains at the Central Fire Sta-
tion, $84.23, weekly.
5. The permanent Firemen at the Central Station with over
one ( 1 ) year of appointed regular service shall be classi-
fied as Firemen First Class and shall receive as basic
pay $82.03 per week. Permanent Firemen with less than
one ( 1 ) year of appointed regular service shall be classi-
fied as regular Firemen and receive as basic pay $80.30
per week. The permanent clerk shall receive $2.00 per
week in addition to his base pay.
Provided, however, that all Firemen in this sub-para-
graph ( C ) ( 1 ) to ( 5 ) inclusive, above, shall be en-
titled to an additional allowance of one hundred dollars
( $100.00) a year for the purchase of uniforms and equip-
ment. The Chief shall supervise said expenditures and
shall maintain a record for all uniforms and equipment.
Said uniforms and equipment shall remain the property
of the City of Rochester upon termination of employ-
ment of any Fireman as a regular Fireman in this sub-
paragraph ( C ) ( 1 ) to ( 5 ) inclusive. At the end of each
fiscal year, any unexpended portion of said allowance
shall be returned to the City Clerk by the Chief.
D. Payable from the Department of Public Works:
1. The Commissioner $7,150.00, payable weekly, one-half
of said amount to be chargeable to the Department of
Public Works and one-half of said amount to be charge-
able to the Water Division of said Department of Pub-
lic Works.
2. City Engineer, $5,751.00, payable weekly and charge-
able to the Water Division of said Public Works Depart-
ment.
3. Other Public Works Employees to be classified by the
responsibility, and general types of work, as follows:
Group (1) $1.89 to $2.33 per hour
Group (2) $1.65 to $1.82 per hour
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Group (3) $1.50 to $1.64 per hour
Group (4) $1-38 to $1.49 per hour
The Public Works Committee is empowered to change the
hourly rate of individual employees within a group, or classi-
fications of individual employees from group to group.
4. Public Works Employees, exclusive of those employed
in the removal of rubbish, shall receive time and a half
overtime pay from December 1st to April 1st for every
hour of daily work beyond eight hours. Foremen in the
Public Works Department shall receive time and a half
overtime pay from December 1st to April 1st for every
hour of daily work beyond nine hours.
E. Each full-time employee of the City with over fifteen (15)
years repeat service shall be entitled to three ( 3 ) weeks an-
nual vacation with pay. Each full-time employee with less
than fifteen years but with more than two (2) years repeat
service shall be entitled to two ( 2 ) weeks vacation with pay.
Each full-time employee with less than two years, but with
more than one ( 1 ) year repeat service, shall be entitled to
one ( 1 ) week's vacation with pay.
F. Wage rates of City Employees, established by this ordinance,
shall be subject to a cost of living increase or decrease based
upon the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, Cost of Living Index for the Boston Area, as follows:
The Base Index is hereby declared to be 126.4 and em-
ployees' wages are to be increased or decreased quarterly
from January 1, 1960 on the basis of a 1% adjustment for
each one full point fluctuation in the index, fractions there-
of are not to be considered. However, said cost of living
increase or decrease to terminate October 1, 1965.
G. Each full-time employee of the City shall receive ten ( 10
)
paid holidays per calendar year.
H. Each full-time employee of the City shall be allowed ten
(10) days maximum sick leave in any twelve-month period
accumulative to fifty (50) days. Should the worker be sick
more than three ( 3 ) days then he must provide a doctor's
report upon return to work.
I. Each full-time employee of the City with three (3) years
of consecutive service but less than five ( 5 ) years of con-
secutive service shall receive an additional sum of $25.00.
per year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with five (5) years of
consecutive service but less than ten (10) years of consecu-
tive service shall receive the sum of $52.00 per year, payable
annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with ten ( 10) years of
consecutive service but less than fifteen (15) years of con-
secutive service shall receive an additional sum of $104.00
per year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with fifteen (15) years
of consecutive service but less than twenty (20) years of
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consecutive service shall receive the sum of $156.00 per
year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with twenty (20) years
of consecutive service but less than twenty-five (25) years
of consecutive service shall receive the sum of $208.00 per
year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with twenty-five (25)
years of consecutive service but less than thirty (30) years
of consecutive service shall receive the sum of $260.00 per
year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with thirty (30) years
of consecutive service but less than thirty-five ( 35 ) years
of consecutive service shall receive the sum of $312.00 per
year, payable annually.
Each full-time employee of the City with thirty-five (35)
years of consecutive service shall receive the sum of $364.00
per year, payable annually.
This sub-section (I) shall be retroactive to January 1, 1964.
Section 3. Part Time Officers and Employees. The following
shall be considered part time officers and employees and shall be paid
from the following Departments; payable as hereinafter specified.
A. Payable from the Salary Department:
1. The Mayor $2,500.00, payable weekly.
2. The City Treasurer, $688.79, payable quarterly.
3. The City Solicitor, $3,000.00, payable quarterly, pro-
vided, however, that any additional payments made to
the City Solicitor over the amount of $10.00 shall be
first presented to the Mayor and City Council for their
approval.
4. Each part-time Assessor of Taxes, $1,800.00, payable
weekly, plus the additional sum of $100.00 per year for
travel expenses.
5. Sealer of Weights and Measures, $459.20, payable
monthly.
B. Payable from the Health Department:
1. Health Officer, $3,000.00, payable weekly.
2. Overseer of Public Welfare, $918.39, payable quarterly.
3. City Physician, $612.26, payable quarterly.
C. Payable from the Elections Department:
1. The Chairman of the Check List, $11.95 per day for
each day of actual service as Chairman.
2. Each Supervisor of the Check List, $11.32 per day for
each day of actual service as Supervisor.
3. Each Ward Moderator, $12.59, for each election day.
4. Each Ward Selectman, $11.32 per day for each day of
actual service as Ward Selectman including election
day.
5. Each Ballot Inspector, $11.32 for each election day.
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6. Each Ward Clerk, $11.95 for each election day, plus the
additional sum of $1.10 for each election return, plus the
additional sum of 55c for each juror drawn.
D. Payable from the Public Buildings Department:
1. Janitor of Fire Station and Opera House at East Roches-
ter, $222.64, payable quarterly.
2. Janitor at Fire Station and Public Hall at Conic, $222.64,
payable quarterly.
E. Payable from the Rochester District Court:
1. Justice of the Rochester District Court, $3,720.00, pay-
able in equal quarterly installments.
2. Special Justice of the Rochester District Court, $750.00
payable in equal quarterly installments.
3. Clerk of The Rochester District Court, $1,500.00, pay-
able in equal quarterly installments.
F. Payable from the Fire Department:
1. Three Deputy Chiefs of City Proper, Gonic and East
Rochester, $400.00, payable semi-annually.
2. The Captains of Companies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, $260.00,
payable semi-annually.
3. The First Lieutenants of Companies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6. $250.00, payable semi-annually.
4. The Second Lieutenants of Companies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6, $245.00, payable semi-annually.
5. The Members of Companies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, $235.00,
payable semi-annually.
6. The Clerks of Companies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, $10.00
per year in addition to their compensation as members
of said companies.
7. The Steward of Company 3 of Gonic, $20.00 per year
for his services as Steward of said Company; the Steward
of Company 4 of East Rochester, $15.00 per year for
his services as Steward, said sums to be in addition to
the compensation already authorized.
Passed September 1, 1964.
RESOLUTION FOR INSTALLATION OF TRAFFIC LIGHT
ON PORTLAND STREET AND COLUMBUS AVENUE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That a sum not to exceed $2,970.00 be and is hereby ap-
propriated for the installation of traffic lights on Columbus Avenue
and Portland Street, in said Rochester.
Be it further resolved, that said sum be raised by the Finance
Committee by means deemed most advantageous to the City of
Rochester
Passed September 1, 1964.
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RESOLUTION IN RECOGNITION OF
MR. ELERY J. LYNDES
Be it resolved: That the Mayor and City Council in recognition
of Mr. Elery J. Lyndes' many years of civic endeavor, do hereby ex-
tend congratulations and best wishes to "Doc" for a long and happy
retirement from The Rochester Courier.
Passed September 1, 1964.
RESOLUTION TO ACCEPT STREETS
FROM SUNSET ACRES OF ROCHESTER, INC.
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the City accept Forrest Avenue and a portion of Sun-
view Lane in the City of Rochester in that part known as East Roches-
ter as public highway.
Be it further resolved, that the City accept a deed from Sunset
Acres of Rochester, Inc., of the above streets as described in a plan
of Sunset Acres, dated October 1962, recorded in the Strafford County
Registry of Deeds, Dover, N. H., Pocket 3, Folder 3. Plan No. 37.
Passed October 6, 1964
RESOLUTION TO
BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be and is hereby authorized
to hire in anticipation of taxes a sum not exceeding Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00), said sum to be hired on notes of
the City in such amounts and at such times as it deems the best in-
terest of the City requires.
Passed October 6, 1964
RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE MONEY
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) be
and is hereby appropriated for the Department of Public Welfare to
be supplemented to their budget for the year 1964.
Passed November 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO SUSPEND CHARGING FOR
PARKING METERS DECEMBER 1 THROUGH DECEMBER 24
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the parking meter ordinance be suspended from
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December 1, 1964 to December 24, 1964 inclusive, insofar as it applies
to persons depositing coins in said meters for the purpose of parking.
The remainder of said ordinance, however, to remain in full force
and effect.
Passed November 4, 1964
RESOLUTION TO FINANCE CONSTRUCTION
OF WATER AND SEWER INSTALLATIONS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That a sum not to exceed $48,885.68 on water installations
and a sum not to exceed $22,903.53 on sewer installations be and is
hereby appropriated to finance the construction of water and sewer
installations accepted by the City Council on petitions presented to the
Council during the years 1955 to 1964, inclusive. Said sums shall be
raised by the Finance Committee by means deemed to be most advan-
tageous to the City of Rochester.
Passed December 1, 1964
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER BALANCES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That if found necessary in closing the accounts of the
year to transfer from a department where there is a balance to a
department where there is a deficit, the Committee on Finance be
authorized to make such a transfer.
Passed December 1, 1964
ASSESSOR'S INVENTORY
1964
Land and Buildings $55,396,070.00
Factory Buildings and Land 3,582,090.00
Factory Machinery 2,901,300.00
Public Utilities:
(Gas. Transmission Lines, Land & Bldgs.) 423,490.00
Electric Plants (Public Service Co.) 1,918.500.00
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel
Trailers (132) 171,600.00
Stock in Trade of Merchants (A) 3,980,135.00
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers (B) 875,450.00
Boats and Launches (151) 55,435.00
Neat Stock & Poultry (Dairy Cows 600) 60,000.00
(Poultry 43,145) 19,900.00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 95,050.00
Portable Mills 1,500.00
Road Building & Construction Machinery, incl. Stone
Crushers. Well Drilling Machinery, etc 54,875.00
Wood, Lumber, Logs, etc. (not Stock in Trade) 4,980.00
$69,540,375.00
War Service Exemptions 1,120,160.00
Blind Exemptions 4,000.00
Neat Stock Exemptions 28,900.00
Poultry Exemptions 1,710.00
$ 1,154,770.00
Net Valuation on which tax rate is computed $68,385,605.00
Amount Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes 1,559,191.79
Polls (6,357) 12,714.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 1,634.15
$1,573,539.94
Number of Inventories Distributed 4,340
Number of Inventories Returned 3,909
Number of Veterans who received
Property Exemptions 1,066
Number of Veterans exempted from Poll Taxes 1,872







DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS




I submit herewith my report of the Department of Public Works
for 1964.
During the months of January, February, March and December,
it was necessary to spend nearly all of our time plowing and removing
snow as well as salting and sanding our highways. It was also necessary
to cut ice away from the sides of our streets. We used over seven
hundred tons of salt and over three thousand tons of sand to main-
tain our highways in as safe condition as possible.
Our Surface Drains were cleaned in the Spring and Fall to insure
disposal of surface water. Drops were rodded where necessary and
drop locations were marked on the road so they could be more easily
located when snow was on the road.
We started our patching program as early in the Spring as the
season would allow and continued patching into cold weather. We
hot topped Columbus Avenue and City Hall Parking Lot in addition
to surface treating many of our streets in Rochester, East Rochester
and Gonic.
Our shade trees were sprayed to combat disease and our parks
and common were raked and mowed regularly. We repainted our
park benches and placed them in various locations around the City.
We have removed over 70 of our Elm trees and while we set
out a limited number of trees this year, it is hoped we may be able
to set out many more in the coming year.
This year we have hauled gravel to Betts Road, Four Rod Road,
Flagg Road, Estes Road. Evans Road, Hansonville Road, Governor's
Road, Old Milton Road, and Chestnut Hill Road. We started to re-
build a section of the Governor's Road.
Our country roads have been graded regularly and our street
sweeper has been out each day as weather permitted.
Bushes were cut on Chamberlain Street. Whitehall Road, Salmon
Falls Road, Tebbetts Road, Whitehouse Road. Hansonville Road,
Chestnut Hill Road, Ten Rod Road, Gagne Street and on Summer
Street in East Rochester. Brush killer was used on previously cut
over sections to prevent further cutting.
Sidewalks were constructed as petitioned for and our Bridge
Rails were repaired on Rochester Neck Road, Oak Street in Gonic
and Washington Street. The bridge on Estes Road was replanked
this year.
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Water Main extensions were completed on Janet Street, Susan
Street, Franklin Street, McNeil Drive, Farmington Road, Old Dover
Road, Nutter, Birch and Vernon Streets, Maplewood and Pinecrest Ave.
and Roulx Drive. We completed laying an additional 12" line from
Washington Street to Ten Rod Road as well as connecting the 8"
line from Eastern Avenue to Portland Street to improve water service
in these areas. This year we laid 1,365 feet of 6", 3,874 feet of 8"
and 3,340 feet of 12" cement lined cast iron pipe. Five new hydrants
were installed making a total of 445 in the system. Fifty-seven new
services were installed and 64 permits to do plumbing were issued.
Water samples were sent to the State Board of Health regularly and
all reports indicate the continued high quality of our water.
Sewer main extensions were completed on Janet Street, McNeil
Drive. Dodge Street, Preston Street, McDuffee Street, Vernon Street,
Maplewood Avenue, Pinecrest Avenue, Roulx Drive, Nutter Street,
Rochester Hill Road and Foch Street, using 4.106 feet of 6" cement
asbestos pipe. Thirty-one new connections were installed, making a
total of 3.278 sewer connections.
I take this opportunity to thank Mayor Edgerly, members of the
Public Works Committee and City Council for their consideration
of our various problems. Also, the employees of the Department for
their continued loyalty and assistance. It is through this continued
cooperation that we are making Rochester a much more desirable
City in which to work, play and live in.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE C. NADEAU,
Commissioner of Public Works
REPORT OF CHIEF OF POLICE




I have the honor to submit the following report of the Rochester
Police Department for the year ending December 31, 1964.
Total Criminal Arrests 377
Total Motor Vehicle Arrests 600
Total Juveniles in Court 61
These cases were disposed of in the following manner:
Brought before the Court and Sentenced 704
Bound over for Superior Court 29
Bail Forfeited 8
Fined and Appealed '
Released to other Departments 21
Safekeeping 143




Taken to Mental Hospital 6
TOTAL 977
The amounts received from fines may be found in the annual
report submitted by the Clerk of the District Court.
Below is a list of all monies turned over to the City Clerk:
Parking Meter Collections $ 9,542.03
Parking Meter Fines 1,145.00
Beano Permits 370.00
Pistol Permits 130.00
Copy Machine Receipts 356.00
Bicycle Licenses 326.75
Ambulance Service 2.5^7 ^0
Pinball Machine Licenses 280.00
Gas and Oil 1,1^.65
$15,789.92
Following are the activities of the Police Department for 1964:
Parking violations 4,580
Complaints answered 3,132
Buildings found unlocked 530
Report of street and traffic lights out 185
Payroll and store escorts 802
Funeral escorts 152
Calls for ambulance 254





Accidents reported at station 286




Missing persons returned 48






Society seems to depend more and more on the Police Department
for assistance to enable us to live in peace and harmony in today's com-
plex existence. However, with intelligence and the right training, we
look with confidence toward the future.
Lieutenant Charles W. Wheeler was appointed Training Officer
by the Police Commission in April, 1964, and he has done well in
his duties. Every officer has two hours a month in Police Training
which has improved our efficiency in police work immensely.
I would, at this time, like to express my sincere appreciation to
His Honor the Mayor, the members of the City Council, and to the
Police Commissioners for the very fine cooperation and assistance ren-
dered to us during the last year. I also wish to extend my thanks to
the members of the Police Department for their loyalty and devotion
to duty, and the other Municipal, County, and State Departments
for their interest and assistance in dealing with the problems of our
organization during the year just ended.
In closing, the Rochester Police Department would like to extend
its thanks to all the residents of Rochester, to the press and radio,
and to all others who have worked with us during the year 1964. Such




REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR




I hereby submit my report as City Solicitor for the year 1964.
During the year 1964 only one action was pending against the
City of Rochester, this being an action for abatement of taxes, and
the action was settled out of court.
The number of cases presented to the District Court has again
increased and can be expected to increase yearly in the future. This
increase is due mainly to the ever increasing number of motor vehicle
registrations.
Most of the land required for the Water Pollution Project has
been purchased and the deeds recorded. A few parcels are still pend-
ing, and it appears that at least one will have to be taken by con-
demnation proceedings.
To my knowledge there are no actions pending against the City
of Rochester at the present time.
I wish to thank the Mayor, Mrs. Slocum, the department heads,
and all of the city employees, for their continued cooperation and




REPORT OF CLERK OF THE
ROCHESTER DISTRICT COURT




I hereby submit a statement of the condition of the Finances
of the Rochester District Court as of December 31, 1964.
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1. 1964 $ 4.09
Balance in checking account Jan. 1, 1964 13.03
Received from fines 13,957.00




Paid City Treasurer $ 7,550.00
Paid Department of Safety 5,678.40
Department of Employment Security 40.00
Fish and Game Commission 4.00
Special Justice 120.00
Witnesses and other fees 142.00
Printing supplies and stenographic hire 452.81
Clerk's bond 6.00
Bank charges 10.58
Cash on hand December 31, 1964 22.97
Balance in checking account Dec. 31, 1964 26.64
NUMBER OF CRIMINAL CASES
Complaints filed as follows:
District police departments 725
State and County 132
Annual Report 25
This is to certify that I have examined the accounts of Victor
Cardosi, Clerk of Rochester District Court, for the year ending Dec-
ember 31, 1964, and I find them as set forth the above statement with
all payments to the Treasurer and otherwise properly receipted for.






SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester,
New Hampshire.
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report for the vear ending December 31,
1964.











Sealer of Weights and Measures
REPORT OF
CHIEF ENGINEER OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester,
New Hampshire.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit mv annual report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1964.
There were 408 alarms in the City of Rochester, which consisted
of: 82 box alarms and 326 still alarms. These include 35 car or truck
fires, 8 engineer's calls, 36 brush fire calls, 1 false alarm in Rochester,
5 false alarms in Gonic and 2 false alarms in East Rochester. There
were 18 chimney fires. 33 grass fires, 13 oil burner fires, 69 property
fires, 68 miscellaneous calls, 31 smoke scares or honest mistakes, 56
first-aid. accident or emergency calls, and 21 second alarms or calls
for more help. There were 12 special signals transmitted this year.
Among the special signals there were 3 for no school in Roches-
ter. 5 Permanent Men's calls in Rochester, 2 no school signals in East
Rochester and 2 no school signals in Gonic. There were 16 fire calls
in East Rochester and 28 fire calls in Gonic and 5 out-of-town calls,
which are all included in the above summary.
Relow are the figures on buildings and contents involved in fires
in 1964:
Estimated value of buildings $8,213,500.00
Insurance on same 8.167,800.00
Estimated loss 54,107.50
Insurance paid 40,607.50
Estimated value of contents $4,859,660.00
Insurance on same 4,815,985.00
Estimated loss 35,795.00
Insurance paid 33X)07.50
At this time I wish to express my appreciation to His Honor,
the Mayor, members of the City Council, the Committee on Fire De-
partment, the Police Department, the Board of Deputies, members
of the Fire Department, and to all other persons who have rendered
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15 Sign Permits Total Cost $ 7,395.00
5 Demolish Permits Total Cost $ 3,550.00
1 Moving Permit Total Cost $ 900.00
6 Trailer Permits * Total Cost $31,665.00
Total Miscellaneous Permits (27) Total Cost $43,510.00












I herewith submit my annual report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1964.
At this time I wish to express my appreciation to His Honor,






Royal H. Edgerly, Ex-ofjicio
Mrs. Albert C. Hervey
Arnold T. Clement
Otto W. McCrillis
Charles W. Varney, Jr.



























CUSTODIAN OF LIBRARY BUILDING
Robert J. Sylvain
LIBRARY HOURS
Mondays through Fridays 10 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturdays 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Summer Hours: — Closed on Saturdays during July and August
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CIRCULATION BY CLASSES
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Through McClelland School 2,203
Total circulation for the year, 1964 72,918
Circulation per capita 4.63
READERS
Number of readers and students counted:
ADULT 7,785
JUVENILE 3,312
Total for the year, 1964 11,097
ROUTINE WORK
Number of books, periodicals and pamphlets charged for
use in the Library 3,234
Number of volumes issued to teachers for school work .... 1,546
Number of volumes used by students for required reading 2,365
Number of volumes repaired at the Library 1,529
Number of volumes prepared and selected for the Agencies 2,735
Number of volumes transferred to the basement
Number of volumes borrowed from the State Library 18
Number of volumes discarded:
Adult 33
Juvenile 39
Periodicals and pamphlets filed 1,070
Overdue notices mailed 130
TRUSTEES OF THE ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
"SPECIAL ACCOUNT"
Fines and Damages for 1964: —
January 1, 1964 - December 31, 1964 $ 1,588.02
ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, January 1, 1964 $ 109.81
City of Rochester, New Hampshire, Appropriation 26,000.00
M. Felice Baril, Librarian, sundry receipts






Printing and Supplies 797.27
Building Repairs and Supplies 637.81




Expenses at Gonic Agency 225.00
Expenses at East Rochester Agency 50.00
Expenses at McClelland School Agency 100.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 962.84
Salaries 17,662.48
City of Rochester 33
Miscellaneous:
Incidentals (Librarian) $ 48.38
Bank Service Charges $ 12.19
60.57
$25,682.40
Balance, December 31, 1964
Bank Deposit $784.49
Petty Cash $ 45.90
$ 830.39
$26,512.79








John McDuffee Annex Fund $ 5,000.00
Samuel D. Felker Fund 5,000.00
Charles and Aroline Greenfield Fund 5,000.00
John Greenfield Fund 5,000.00
John Hanscom Fund 5,000.00
Jennie Farrington Annex Fund 1,000.00
Sarah E. Varney Fund 1,000.00
Olive Maria Woodward Fund 340.53
Leon Alfred Salinger Fund 34,369.29
$61,709.82
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
OF TRUST FUNDS
Balance of Trust Funds, January 1, 1964 $ 3,004.19
Income received from Trust Funds, and credit on book
returned to Praeger. Inc.. of $5.91 $ 3,556.04
$ 6,560.23
Expended for books as per bequests $ 2,472.19
$ 4,088.04
GIFTS
95 volumes, 156 pamphlets, 541 periodicals, 17 subscriptions, plants,
flowers, floral displays, and Christmas decorations, curio (spectacles).
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PETTY CASH AT MAIN LIBRARY
FOR 1964
Amount of money on hand, January 1, 1964 $ 225.09
Received from out-of-town patrons, fees, and
other sources 310.81
$ 535.90
Balance on hand, December 31, 1964 $ 38.90
Incidental Checks $ 7.00






AS ORGANIZED JANUARY 1, 1965
Mayor, Royal H. Edgerly
COUNCILMEN
Ward One — Harley O. Day. W. Paul Miller
Ward Two — Arthur Camion. Paul B. Lamie
Ward Three — Ramon Rubins, Henry L. Paradis
Ward Four — J. Paul Roy. Walter J. Desmarais
Ward Five — Jerome J. Caplette. Robert C. Cartier
Ward Six — Raymond N. Hersey, Anthony J. Corriveau
City Clerk — Katherine L. Herman
City Solicitor — Robert A. Carignan
City Treasurer — Theresa Oilman
City Accountant — Jack H. Yuill
Collector of Taxes — Reginald G. Hurd
Commissioner of Public Works — George C. Nadeau
Chief of Police — Ernest J. Levesque
Deputy Chief of Police — Nelson E. Goodfield
Lieutenant Inspector — Joseph G. Zuromskis
Sergeants — Antonio E. Anctil. Anthony J. Familgetti
Patrolmen — Laurent V. Autotte, Charles E. Dame, Willis M. Hayes.
Arnold L. Horn, Deus C. Levesque, Kenneth P. Hussey. Norman
J. Beaulieu, Manuel J. DeCourt, Jr., Bradley B. Loomis. David
F. Hall, Paul W. Cowen, Anthony A. Solsky
Policewoman — Irene M. Labrecque
Chief Engineer of Fire Department — Ralph G. Seavey
Deputy Chief Engineers of Fire Department — Andrew W. Daggett,
Robert W. Emmond, Charles R. Grenier. William Kenyon, Edmond
J. Portrie
Overseer of Public Welfare — Leo E. Beaudoin
Health Officer — Kenneth J. Jones
City Physician — Charles E. Moors, Jr.
Board of Health — Charles E. Moors. Jr.. Kenneth J. Jones. Carl L.
Martin. Charles C. Thompson. Michael Jacobsen
Plumbers' Examining Board — Joseph A. Rainville, Beverly H. Davis,
Kenneth J. Jones
Assessors — Melvin E. Downing, George J. Potvin, Stephen J. Sleeper
Trustees of Trust Funds — Walter A. Bickford, Wallace Hussey, Ber-
nard F. Nixon
Trustees of Public Library — Otto W. McCrillis, Charles Varney, Jr.,
lerome Lachance, Elaine L. Hanton, Marguerite K. Hervey, Stephen
O. Wallace
Licensing Board — Mayor Royal H. Edgerly, Chief of Police Ernest
J. Levesque, Commissioner of Public Works George C. Nadeau
Manager of City Hall Auditorium — Frank B. Miller
Building Inspector — Stephen J. Sleeper
Superintendent of Recreation and Park Commission — Bert D. George
Janitor City Hall — Arthur E. Breton
Assistant Janitor City Hall — John A. Smith
Janitor, East Rochester Hall — Thomas M. Robinson
Janitor, Gonic Hall — Alphonse J. Hamel
Sealer of Weights and Measures — Clifford J. Grenier
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Public Weighers — Charles Colby, J. Raymond Fisher, Rene Gonne-
ville, Frances Mee, Albert Menard, Roger N. Page, Bert Woodward
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber — George J. Potvin, Melvin E. Dow-
ning
Fence Viewers — Franklin Marchand, Frank B. Pinkham, John C.
Richardson, Jr.
STANDING COMMITTEES. 1965
Finance — Mayor, Hersey, Rubins
Public Works — Mayor, Corriveau, Lamie, Caplette, Rubins
Police Budget — Mayor, Cartier, Day
Fire — Lamie, Miller, Roy
Legal Affairs — Mayor. Corriveau. Paradis
Claims and Accounts — Mayor, Miller, Gagnon
Public Buildings — Hersey, Cartier, Caplette
Purchasing — Mayor, Miller. Gagnon
Traffic — Corriveau, Lamie, Paradis
Street Lights — Hersey, Corriveau, Desmarais
Election and Returns — Lamie, Cartier, Roy
Bills in Second Reading — Hersey, Miller, Rubins
Recreation — Lamie, Paradis, Caplette
Printing — Hersey, Cartier
Public Instruction — Mayor, Corriveau, Gagnon
Recreation and Park Commission — Paul B. Lamie, John F. Scala,
John C. Merry. Jr.. Stephen O. Wallace, Roy Allain
Police Commission — James L. Foss, George A. Young, Richard L.
Cousineau
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT, 1965
Howard R. Holt, Clerk. Raymond J. Stowell, Chairman
John C. Merry, Jr., Henry A. Roulx, Samuel T. Black
ROCHESTER PLANNING BOARD, 1965
Ex-Officio — Mayor Royal H. Edgerly
Secretary — Richard E. Garnsey
Chairman — Herve E. Lagasse
Abbott R. Jones, John G. Torr, Richard L. Smith, Donald K. Denton,
Maurice Marsan
SELECTMEN AS OF 1965
Ward One — George E. Pray, Armand Grenier, Alden R. Mendler
Ward Two — Maurice Marsan, Russell Quint, Thomas E. Voss
Ward Three — Diana Lachapelle, Janet Keller, Rita Carignan
Ward Four — Gerard LaBranche, Jerene Paradis, Constance DeWolfe
Ward Five — Louis M. Boston, Harry S. Johnson, William Gerrish
Ward Six — Raymond A. Beaudoin, Jr.. James Flood, Arthur R. Trace
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester,
New Hampshire.
Gentlemen:
We hereby submit our report for the year ending December 31,
1964:
Number of infectious or contagious diseases reported:




Ten well baby clinics held with 156 infants — 214 pre-school
children an<"1 45 adults.
For the special oral sabine clinic — 670 attended.
Whooping cough-diptheria and tetanus baby shots — 112 at-
tended.
There were 427 inspections made by the health officer.
Twenty-seven complaints investigated.
One hundred thirty food permits issued and thirty-three tem-
porary permits.
Whole number of deaths during the year excluding stillbirths
number 262.
Number of stillbirths — 8.
Number of deaths from cancer — 37.
One death from lukemia.











For The Year 1964
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester,
New Hampshire.
The Planning Board held its regular monthly meetings on the
second Tuesday of each month.
Councilman Paul Lamie was appointed by the Mayor to repre-
sent the City Council's interest.
In February, the Planning Board endorsed the actions and efforts
of the Rochester Housing Authority under the Chairmanship of Mr.
Burton R. Tibbetts. The Chairman of the Rochester Housing Authority
endorsed the petition of the Planning Board in their attempt to secure
sufficient funds for the hiring of a qualified Planning Director.
In March, the Board recommended to the City Council that the
so-called Railroad Engine House land, the John J. Boivin land, and
the Weymuss B. Scott land bordering Upham and Knight Streets,
be rezoned from Residential to Industrial 2. The City Council ap-
proved the proposal at its July 7 meeting.
At its August 10 meeting, the Board recommended that the
William Desmarais and the Ephriam-Cecile Lavoie properties and
certain other lands bordering the Chestnut Hill Road and Spaulding
Turnpike be rezoned from Agricultural to Industrial 2. The City Coun-
cil approved the proposal at its September meeting.
In November, the Board endorsed the extension of the Spaulding
Turnpike to connect with Route 202 in the vicinity of the Salmon
Falls Road, East Rochester. Controlled Access was requested by the
Planning Board to make the adjoining lands available for Industrial
Development. The Planning Board initiated this proposal in 1961 to
New Hampshire Highway Commissioner John Morton.
At its December meeting, the Board voted that the City Council
consider supplying the Planning Board with a Qualified Planning Di-
rector for the year 1965 so it would be better able to fulfill its respon-
sibilities.
During the year, the Planning Board acted on all land develop-





HERVE E. LAGASSE, Chairman











OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Year — 1964
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the
City of Rochester,
New Hampshire:
The amount of $44,300.00 was appropriated for the
Welfare
Department plus an additional amount of $5,000.00 for the
year and
the following shows the breakdown of expenditures:
Direct Relief — appropriation $27,600.00
This was expended for 71 cases during the year m the ^
amount of ••
i o'ono oo
For board and care of children and adults Vqoo'r^
For veterans cases 171 or
Reimbursements for year
Jon'oo
Old Age Assistance — appropriation ....^1,/uu.uu
Amount of city's share expended JS'oq




Overseer of Public Welfare
REPORT OF THE
RECREATION AND PARKS COMMISSION
Rochester, New Hampshire
1964
To the Honorable Mayor, City Council and Citizens of the City of
Rochester, New Hampshire.
This report is dedicated as a tribute to the hundreds of people
from all income brackets that give of their time, money or both to
promote and build the recreation programs in Rochester. No recreation
department can expect to receive enough money through taxes to pro-
vide all the facilities and equipment necessary to satisfy the requests
of the people. This is good because the people want recreation and
will work and spend to have it. They do need permission of the coun-
cil on many projects, but still find many worthwhile programs that
they can accomplish without this certification. If the recreation volun-
teers were paid a minimum wage and the total money raised or con-
tributed by them was counted, it would astound you. As leisure time
increases the people will continue to demand more facilities. It is up
to this department to find ways of providing them.
It has been my intention from the start to put programs on a self
supporting basis and to spend what money was available for perman-
ent facilities that would last for years. A survey of playground equip-
ment will show that a swing or slide seems expensive, but when the
life span is noted and the number of children that have used them in
twenty years, the cost is negligible. Rochester spends less for programs
than any city in the state, approximately one thousand dollars a year.
Our midget football league spends more than this for uniforms and
equipment in one three month season. Our swimming pool, now nine
years old, has been slandered and cursed but we still find an average
of five hundred daily attendance and our swimming lessons continue
to bulge at the seams. Our programs offer a span from midget to
adult in all major sports which few cities can boast. No request for
program is ignored and we have started many with only five or ten
people that have grown to worthwhile activities.
Our programs are ameliorated constantly to meet changing times.
The council and public must cooperate and have faith in each other.
In this way we will build facilities that will encourage industry and
new residents to enjoy our fine city. Let us continue to work together
in harmony for the good of all.
In showing appreciation to the people, we must not neglect in-
dustry, clubs, merchants, newspapers, radio and groups that donate
to so many of our activities. We are able to save much in this depart-
ment due to the fine cooperation with the school and public works
departments. I am pleased to report that this is a unique situation
and one that we should be proud of. It is an honor and a privilege
to work with the citizens of Rochester.
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IMPROVEMENTS:
Hot top and fence around wading pool
Hot top back courts of center tennis area
Hot top under shade house area
Hot top under apparatus and benches at Pines
Reconditioned giant wave and other equipment
Reconditioned set of portable bleachers
Improved Spaulding Field and Little League baseball fields
Blue Hills Ski Club developed slope at area and put in tow
Chain link fence on foul lines at Little League field
Constructed a building at the Common to make area more attrac-
tive on entering city and for programs
Continued clean up work in Pines
Roadside clean up beyond and around hockey rink
Purchased used Jeep plow for rinks and maintenance
Lighted skating rinks more efficiently at Gonic, East Rochester
and Common
Cleaned, repaired and painted tennis courts in school area
Pruned and cleaned area in back of Spaulding Field
New roof on dugouts at Spaulding field
Stone dust around dugouts and backstop at Spaulding Field
Most important:
Hired a full-time Recreation Leader, Gerald Gilman
NEEDS:
Recreation site in Gonic and an association for residents
Tennis court in East Rochester
Develop a planned program for Sunset Village
Build bathhouse at pool and beautify area in front of pool
Complete Common building and landscape
Continue surfacing program in front of Hanson Pines
Continue work in Hanson Pines






To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester,
New Hampshire.
Gentlemen:
I have, in accordance with the provisions of the City Ordinances,
examined the financial accounts and budget operations of the City of














CHANGE IN CURRENT FINANCIAL CONDITION
Surplus, December 31, 1963 $ 46,440.20
Surplus, December 31, 1964 55,032.98
Increase $ 8,592.78
The Rochester Water Works shows a decrease in Revenue Sur-






OF THE CITY OF ROCHESTER
For the Year Ending December 31, 1964
SCHOOL BOARD
Chairman, Hon. Royal H. Edgerly
Ward One — George A. Lovejoy, Frederick M. Steadman
Ward Two — John Merry, G. Raymond Mansfield, Sr. (replaced by
Mrs. Leo Klinger)
Ward Three — O'Neil P. Richey, Raymond S. Watson
Ward Four — Roland Roberge, Wilbur J. Boudreau
Ward Five — Ellsworth W. Hodgdon, R. Donald Bermudes ( replaced
by Alexander M. McQuarrie)
Ward Six — Sherman M. Reed, Raymond L. Boucher
STANDING COMMITTEES
Finance — Mayor, Merry, Lovejoy, Roberge, Boudreau
Personnel — Roberge, Klinger. Richey
Instruction — Boudreau, Steadman, McQuarrie
Buildings — Merry, Boucher, Hodgdon
Special Services — Lovejoy, Reed, Watson
Joint Building Committee: Board Members — Grigg, Torr, Boudreau,
Lovejoy, Roberge, Watson; Councilmen: Witherell. Rubins, Lamie,
St. Pierre, Day. Corriveau
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Alfred W. Thomas




GUIDANCE DIRECTOR GRADES 1-8
D. Peter Antonoplos
GUIDANCE DIRECTOR GRADES 9-12
Leon A. Briggs
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR GRADES 9-12
Constance D. King
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT
Dorothy K. Moody








Alexander C. Smith, M.D., replaced by Richard R. Roy, M.D.
SCHOOL NURSES
Nora Scahill, R.N. and Marion Goodwin, R.N.
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
Kenneth J. Jones
DIRECTOR OF SCHOOL LUNCHES
William J. O'Connor
School Department offices located in the McClelland School
MAINTENANCE AND CUSTODIAL SERVICE
Granville Rogers — All Schools
Wesley Martin — Spaulding
David F. Page — All Schools
Carlton D. Jenness — Spaulding
William D. Doucette — Spaulding
Carlyle F. Seavey — Spaulding
Raymond J. Seavey — Spaulding
Bernard I. Hunt — Junior High
Charles J. Lord — Junior High
Fred H. Gray — East Rochester
Donald T. Sylvain — Maple Street
LeRoy J. Woodworth — School Street
Lionel J. Theberge — Gonic
Robert Quint — McClelland
Raymond E. Turner — McClelland
Clifford J. Grenier — Allen School





















To the School Board and Citizens of Rochester:
I submit my second report as Superintendent of Schools of Union
No. 54. The following list indicates the administrative activities for
the period from January 1. 1964 to December 31, 1964:
School Visits 346
Regular School Board Meetings 12
Special School Board Meetings 1
School Board Committee Meetings 109
Teachers' Meetings 5
Speaking Engagements 11
Conventions and Conferences 6
The new teachers hired for the school year 1964-65 were as fol-
lows:
Elementary Grades 1-6 Junior High School 7-8
Elizabeth Mclver Thomas J. Burns, Supv. Principal
Mary Ann Hartigan D. Peter Antonoplos, Guidance
Benjamin Prescott Director, 1-8
Lorraine Roller Otto Oleson
Constance Griffin Grethel May
Marcia Hodgdon Margaret Buckley
Thelma Collins Patrick Reidman
Sara Yarrington, Spec. Class Harold Sanborn




Susan Belding Janet Keefe
Leon Briggs, Guidance Director David Ofner
1-12 George Peavey
Paul Brown Paul Raynes
Gene Fleming Rebecca Schuyler
Malcolm Glidden Robert Varney
Franklin Gould, Jr. Sandra Lucian, Band
No attempt will be made here to outline in detail the various
aspects of the educational program. The reports of the administrative
staff will give specific information with regard to the status of the
Rochester schools. The intent of this report is to present the general
scope of the enterprise with hope that this will further our under-
standing of the school situation.
Although the School Board sets policies and direct the adminis-
trators within the limits of the School Laws of the State of New
Hampshire, the ownership of this enterprise rests with the citizens
of Rochester. Along with this ownership, there is a responsibility to
invest in the kind of education which will produce good future citi-
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zens. This responsibility costs money, but it is an investment we can
ill afford to ignore. For it is the purpose of our school system to
provide such opportunities that our young people may develop to
the full extent of their ability, and become responsible, contributing
citizens of our community. State and Nation.
There is no question that the educational program in Rochester
has improved. The curriculum has been expanded in that there are
more offerings than ever before. Guidance has been expanded with
additional personnel. A complete comprehensive Junior High School
is now in operation. The addition of the Allen School, new instruc-
tional methods, designed to increase pupil understanding, are used
by teachers. Up-to-date teaching and learning aids provide for en-
richment. The program has also undergone organizational changes
in order to provide maximum utilization of staff and school plant. Such
devices as homogeneous grouping, departmentalized instruction, dual
track secondary program of studies, and various special services have
been utilized to meet student needs.
With generosity of the Spaulding-Potter Charitable Trust, I
proudly report that we were able to establish the first evening adult
credit school in the State. I feel this program has been of a great
value to the community and as of this writing it is expected that four
or five students will receive their high school diploma this June.
Better than fifty percent of the teaching staff have participated
in workshops in math and music, and more than fifty percent have
improved their educational background by attending extension courses
at the University of New Hampshire and Boston University. Many
plan to attend summer school this year.
Indicating that progress has been made in our educational pro-
gram does not imply that our school system has no areas of need.
The Chairman of the School Board has appointed from the School
Board membership a committee to study the future needs of the
schools. The report from this committee should be ready some time
in the Fall of 1965.
It has been recommended by the State Department of Education
that we should be working toward having courses in Art and a teacher-
librarian for the Junior High School.
I wish to extend to the School Board, the City Council and mem-
bers of the Allen School Building Committee, my sincere appreciation
for their fine cooperation and the many long hours that they devoted
to the task in carrying through their responsibilities with foresight and
conviction in what is good for the children, school personnel and citi-
zens of their community.
The PTA have been most helpful, as have the numerous civic
and social organizations, the fire department, police department and
highway department, also the cooperation of the Rochester Courier,
The Foster's Daily Democrat, Manchester Union Leader and radio
stations WWNH and WTSN.
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I wish to commend all school personnel for their cooperation and









School Building Aid 25,293.22
Special Class 3,489.49
National Defense Education Act 3.754.87
Sweepstakes 61,629.84
Refunds 1,441.65
Public Law 874 41,654.00
Other — Janitor Fees, etc 1,583.65
$ 187,136.21
Appropriation. City of Rochester 895,316.90
Total Approved Budget for 1964 $1,082,453.11
January 1 — December 31, 1964
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Supt's Salary (local share) *$ 8,250.00
Ass't Supt's Salary (local share) * 5,900.00
Travel within district — Supt. 500.00
Travel within district — Ass't Supt 300.00
Clerical 12,520.75
Building Agent 6,890.00










Library and Visual Aids 2,895.89
Instructional Supplies 17,196.23
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Transportation












Replacement of Equipment 3,059.82
Repairs to Equipment 1,754.07
Contracted Services 4,050.77





Insurance, Buildings and Contents 6,892.79
Workmen's Compensation 1,962.01
Student Body Activities
Salaries — Extra Curricula 3,900.00
Community Activities




N. D. E. A 3,904.54
Equipment 5,723.90
Debt Services
Principal of Debt 107,610.00




Expenses — Credit School 1,628.19
Expenses — Non-credit School 260.00
$1,056,113.51
UNEXPENDED BALANCE, December 31, 1964 26,339.60
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
September 1965 — June 1966
FIRST QUARTER (46 days)
Starts Sept. 8, closes Nov. 12
SECOND QUARTER (47 days)
Starts Nov. 15, closes Jan. 28
THIRD QUARTER (50 days)
Starts Jan. 31, closes April 15
FOURTH QUARTER (39 days)
Starts April 18, closes June 17
REPORT OF
THE AGENT OF BUILDINGS
To Mr. Alfred W. Thomas
Superintendent of Schools
Rochester, New Hampshire
The towers at Spaulding High School were scraped and painted
where the paint has started to peel. The front entrance also was
painted. New locks and exit devices were put on the rear doors of the
Spaulding gym and Cafeteria rear entrance, new flourescent lighting
has been installed in the Cafeteria to raise light intensity to State
standards. The bleacher seats on the Athletic Field were also painted.
At Maple Street School the exterior was completely painted. The
first and second floor corridors were painted and tile was replaced
on the first floor. New electric clocks were installed in all the class-
rooms at Maple Street.
East Rochester School chimney was repaired, a closet bowl re-
placed and additional lights were installed in the toilet rooms.
At Conic School a practical and attractive kitchen and multi-
purpose room was built in the basement. A new maple floor was laid
in one classroom.
The upper exterior walls of the multi-purpose room of McClel-
land were caulked and waterproofed.
The Allen School was completed and equipped ready for open-
ing day of school.
Rochester Junior High School was prepared to receive the seventh
and eighth grades with some new furniture. An extra electric power
line from a distribution panel to the shop, for machines that came from
Spaulding High School, was installed. New drapes were hung at the
windows of the Home Economics room for accoustical effect, privacy
and light control. A panic type exit device was installed on the rear
shop door.
Flag poles at all schools were painted. To aid and speed up
grounds work, a Clark tow tractor was purchased from government
surplus. A five foot snow blower and used gang mower have also been
purchased to use in conjunction with the tractor. Through the com-
bined efforts of the Athletic, Recreation and School Departments, the
baseball diamond has been put into excellent condition. All buildings
had roof checks, and repairs made where necessary.
In addition to these improvements, the regular maintenance pro-
gram of building and equipment care and service has been well at-





JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Mr. Alfred W. Thomas
Superintendent of Schools
Rochester, New Hampshire
It is indeed a pleasure to report to you that the opening of Roch-
ester's first Junior High School was a rewarding experience. The citi-
zens of this community are to be complimented for having recognized
the particular needs of young adolescents by setting aside a special
building for this purpose.
In the planning and implementation of the Junior High School
program of learning, certain principals are kept foremost in our minds:
1. Provision was to be made for pupils to assume increasing
responsibility for making decisions and seeing to it that their
plans are carried out.
2. To have the students increasingly share in the determination
of the goals to be achieved by each learning activity.
3. To provide varying levels of instruction to pre-arranged ability
groups in such a manner as to challenge all students in a
setting where success is attainable.
4. Help students to gain an understanding of the varying socio-
economic values systems they are becoming aware of, and
assist them in developing a more consistent value system of
their own.
5. To provide activities designed to help young adolescents deal
with problems that are unique to their age group.
The schools opened in September with an enrollment of 454
students; 238 seventh graders and 216 eighth graders. As of June
first, the number of transferring and departing students has surpassed
the number of incoming students, thus lowering the total to 450. To
date the attendance has been as follows: Grade 7, 95.6%; Grade 8
94.5%, total school attendance 95.1%.
The Junior High School has been sectioned off by departments
having three teachers in each of the five major areas. Each teacher
has their own homeroom and remains in that classroom for all classes.
The students are mobile throughout the building. The students took
a while adjusting to this new method of education (especially the
incoming 7th grade), but soon settled in and now readily accept
having seven different teachers each day.
In both grades there are seven divisions, all of which are ability
grouped With this basic structure a three track system (standard
advanced and accelerated ) has been established. The system is work-
ing well. The teachers feel that they are accomplishing more in each
class because of the students' academic similarities. Due to the large
enrollment in the seventh grade, however, our flexibility to rearrange
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students according to their changing abilities is greatly limited. Five
of the seven seventh grade sections are filled to capacity with 35
students in each section.
A need to further organize each department and thus better co-
ordinate instruction was accomplished when Department Heads were
appointed to each of the five areas. At present they are supervising
the major project of developing a three track program of studies in
their respective departments.
To make better use of the library facilities, student librarians
were trained in library procedure. As a result, the library is open to
classes and study hall students throughout the day.
We not only have a fine conscientious faculty concerned with the
learning processes of the junior high students, but one which is inter-
ested in offering their services and talents outside of the academic
realm. As a result, the following extracurricula activities were in opera-
tion this year: intramural soccer, intramural and interscholastic basket-
ball, a cheerleading team, pep club, school newspaper, science club,
band, glee club, science exhibit, spelling bee contest, essay contest, in-
dustrial arts and home economics exhibit, school dances, school plays,
movies, and a class field day.
It pleases me to make noteworthy, the fact that with most of
the aforementioned activities the foeulty members have stepped for-
ward to take on these extra duties voluntarily. They are helping to
make this school more than just a place where supervised learning
takes place.
As principal. I would like to add a few words of appreciation to
you and Mr. Gilman for your help and leadership. It has been a
pleasure working with the administration, Mr. Antonoplos, school
nurses, the school secretaries, cafeteria and custodial departments. All









"We End to Begin"
SPAULDING HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
















President of the Senior Class
"Fantasy for Band" Frank Erickson
High School Band
Mr. Harry R. Carroll
Director of Admissions
University of New Hampshire
"I'll Never Pass This Way Again" Wizell-Melsher
High School Choir
Superintendent Alfred W. Thomas
Principal Harry W. Grierson
Class of 1964 Anne Carol Witherell
Presentation of Diplomas
Mayor Royal H. Edgerly, Sr.
Chairman of the School Board
Alma Mata Class of 1964
Benediction Reverend Robert Clark
Recessional "Pomp and Circumstance"
High School Band
Eduard Elgar
Graduates Receiving Line in the Gymnasium
immediately following the exercises













Anda Bebris David Stewart Harkinson










Richard Edwin Knox, '65







































































































































































The school year of 1964-1965 was, in many ways, a significant
one for Spaulding High School. This was onr first year of operation
as a 4-year secondary school unit. The change from a 5-year unit not
only relieved our crowded conditions to a large extent but also made
possible many educational advantages for both the junior and senior
high school groups. It brought about an advantageous room group-
ing by subject disciplines. It has, as well, provided more opportunities
for correlation between the subject areas and greater opportunity for
in-service work and supervision by the various department heads. Our
new time schedule with the advanced starting time and three-lunch-
period noon schedule is working well. School lunch participation has
increased. It is felt that a separate time schedule with earlier starting
and closing hours would be advantageous in the high school provid-
ing transportation arrangements could be made.
The school year of 1964-1965 also marked several program
changes of significance. These were incorporated after an extensive
study within the departments and conferences with members of the
State Department of Education. Among these changes were additions
to our program of physical science, electronics II, bookkeeping II,
French IV, speech, appreciation of the arts, world history and general
mathematics II. We also offered biology in both general and college-
preparatory groups, added health education courses for physical edu-
cation girls' classes biweekly and extended boys' physical education
through grade eleven.
Next year's program will include as a new offering. German I.
Biology- will be a required subject for grade ten pupils and will in-
clude a complete health unit. The materials in this unit will be co-
ordinated with the present offerings in physical education and will be
supplemented by materials presented by the school nurse and doctor.
Another significant change during the past year was the addition
of guidance personnel, which for the first time enabled us to approach
the state recommendation in this area. We also were able to reduce
the English teaching load which made possible our first venture in
the realm of remedial reading. The remedial groups are screened by
the Guidance Department, and classes are conducted by members
of the English Department. A more extensive use of audio-visual ma-
terials has been made in many classes. Our main program is carried
on in the auditorium and is supplemented by the mobile unit and the
overhead projector.
An allied educational venture of which we are proud is the
operation of a New Hampshire first, our credit-bearing, diploma-
granting evening school division. This project was made possible
through the cooperation of our school board, the State Department
of Education and the Spaulding-Potter Charitable Trust. A great deal
of work was done by local school officials, and the contribution of local
news media was invaluable. It is expected that five pupils will receive
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high school diplomas through this program in June. This statistic
alone will indicate the significance of our program which has been
favorably received state-wide. This program is separate from and in
addition to our regular evening classes.
During the year members of the staff or administration have
worked with administrative associations on the national, state, and
local level, the New Hampshire Interscholastic Athletic Association
( NHIAA ) , the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools (NEACSS), state and local groups in guidance, science,
mathematics, homemaking, language and industrial arts, and area
groups in other subject fields. The majority of our staff are taking
or have taken courses recently. Several teachers are planning to attend
summer institutes. During the course of the year lay or professional
personnel have been utilized in the departments of social studies,
science, foreign language, business and guidance. We have worked
with four practice teachers during the second semester. Our policy of
limiting student subject teachers to those available for a full semester
eliminated other applicants. Recent additions of a professional library
and a paper book sales service have been popular.,
Due in large part to additional guidance personnel, we have had
an unusually large number of school applications to process, with,
considering the overload on post secondary schools of all types, satis-
factory results. Our additional secretarial help has made possible
prompt attention to this increasingly complicated process. Following
is a partial list of schools and colleges which the graduates of Spauld-
ing are now attending or to which they have been admitted.
University of Southern California New Hampshire School of
University of New Hampshire Accounting and Finance
University of Connecticut Gorham ( Maine ) State
University of Vermont Bates College
California State College Pratt Institute
Bentley College Tufts College
Endicott Junior College Ricker College
Massachusetts Institute of Massachusetts College of Pharmacy
Technology Mcintosh Business College
Smith College Rhode Island School of Design
Wellesley College Birkshire Christian College
Wheaton (Illinois) College Northeastern
Boston University Chamberlayne Junior College
Colorado State College Champlain College
Plymouth State College Salem College
Keene State College Stenotype Institute of Boston
Gordon College East Coast Aero-Technical School
Fairfield College Greenmountain Junior College
Franklin Institute Forsyth
Wentworth Institute University of Arizona
New Hampshire Technical University of Colorado
Institute Pierce Secretarial School
New Hampshire Vocational Northrop Institute of Technology
Institute American International College
Quinipac College
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Although records of graduates attending post secondary schools
are not always forwarded, we have been informed that we have
dean's-list or honor-grade students at the following schools:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Smith
University of New Hampshire University of Maine
University of Vermont Plymouth
Co-curricular activities continue to play an important part in
our overall school program. Our interscholastic teams have performed
creditably within their respective classes, especially considering the
fact that we are one of the smaller schools among the Class L con-
tenders and Division II participants. The interscholastic program has
been supplemented by an expanded intramural program which is
operated in grades 7-12 under the supervision of the Director of
Athletics. Personnel from Spaulding have been instrumental in form-
ing the new Southeastern New Hampshire Debate League which will
commence operation in the fall. Our Mathletes are consistently near
the top in the Southeastern Mathematics League. We are active com-
petitors in the State Drama Festival, the State Music Festival and
the New England Music Festival, having a record number of parti-
cipants in the latter groups. Among our other activities which provide
valued leadership, social and educational opportunities are the National
and Junior Honor Societies, Classical Club, Science Club, Masque
and Dagger, Cheerleaders and Pep Club. The Industrial Arts Depart-
ment, the Homemaking Department, and many of the clubs have
participated in a variety of community projects.
Our literary magazine, the Red and White, will be published two,
rather than three times next year, which we hope will balance this
budget item and reduce the load on the Student Activity finances.
This publication provides an exceptional opportunity for student
experiences in editorial, literary and poetic expression. Our yearbook,
the Triangle, continues to be among the leaders in yearbooks country-
wide. The learning experiences these publications offer are an ex-
tremely valuable part of our overall curricular program.
This year for the first time, we expect to graduate over two-
hundred pupils. This represents an increase of approximately twenty-
five percent over 1964. It is expected that the normal community
population increase plus higher retention rates, will result in still fur-
ther increases in the near future.
Our two-year evaluation report was sent to the NEACSS in May.
It was a pleasure to report on the many improvements we have
made, which include in part some of the items mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraphs. Although real progress has been made, there re-
mains much that should be accomplished prior to our five-year report,
due in 1968.
The 1964-1965 year at Spaulding High School has been a pro-
ductive one.
Once more it is my pleasure to thank the school and city officials





THE SPAULDING HIGH SCHOOL
GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
1964 — 1965
Mr. Alfred W. Thomas
Superintendent of Schools
Rochester. New Hampshire
During our first year of full time guidance and counseling opera-
tions, we have strived to live up to our stated philosophy as Spauld-
ing High School guidance counselors. This philosophy reminds us
that students develop and mature with the help of the family, the
school and the community. Because of the nature of students, the
pressures on them to conform, the attitudes of many adults towards
adolescents and the inevitable evaluative aspects of various relation-
ships the student experiences whether with adults or peers, today's
adolescent seldom has an opportunity to view himself clearly, honestly
and without need to protect and defend himself. As counselors, we
have dedicated ourselves to follow this philosophy to assist our stu-
dents in balancing the influences of the home, the school and the
community to achieve a good education so that he might find a proper
place for himself in society.
Thanks to the outstanding cooperation and assistance we have
received from you and your staff. Dr. Grierson and his staff and faculty,
our students at Spaulding and their families, our School Board and
other community officials, and. in fact, the community in its entirety,
we believe that our efforts have had some success.
In carrying out our student counseling and guidance responsi-
bilities, by the end of June we will have completed either some form
of group or preferred personal contact with each one of our students.
In many cases, our student contacts have been extended to their
families whenever the best interests of the students so indicated. These
contacts cover assisting the students to understand and accept them-
selves as individuals, in furnishing them with personal and environ-
mental information regarding their plans, choices or problems and in
seeking to develop in them a greater ability to cope with and solve
problems along with an increased competence in making the decisions
and plans for which he and his parents are responsible.
As far as our responsibilities to student appraisal are concerned,
we have established and maintained files of meaningful information
on all students, along with continuing organization and accumulation
of supporting data. All students in all grades have been tested through
our use of such testing instruments as the UNH freshmen test battery,
the Statewide Sophomore Testing Program, the Junior National Merit
Scholarship tests, the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Tests, the Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board Tests, the American College Tests,
the State Department of Employment Security General Aptitude Test
Battery. U. S. Civil Service and Armed Forces tests, the Junior En-
gineering Technical Society tests and specialized individual tests. Test
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results have all been received within the current school year for the
first time and their evaluation and interpretation to individual stu-
dents and their parents as well as those professionally concerned with
the students is a continuing process.
Helping students with their educational and occupational plan-
ning ideally begins before they enter their freshman year in high
school. Thanks to Mr. Burns and Mr. Antonoplos at our Junior High
School, at least the eighth graders entering here from there this
coming Fall have been most effectively guided and scheduled. Edu-
cational and occupational planning continues daily with students from
all classes, culminating with graduation in the majority of cases. Our
present seniors, for instance, are about to find where this planning
has lead them. From our graduating class of over 200 students, we are
expecting the following results as far as their post secondary plans
are concerned: 1 girl to post graduate work at Spaulding, 1 boy to
the Job Corps, 1 boy and 1 girl to pharmacy schools, 2 boys to col-
lege preparatory schools, 2 girls to Civil Service, 2 girls to Keene State
College, 1 boy and 2 girls to art schools, 3 girls to junior colleges, 3
girls to X-Ray Technology training, 5 girls to beauty schools, 5 boys
and 1 girl to various trades schools, 6 girls to RN hospital training,
6 girls to LPN hopsital training, 3 boys and 3 girls to Plymouth State
College, 6 boys to NH Technical Institute, 10 boys to NH Vocational
Institute, 9 boys and 7 girls to the Armed Forces, 18 boys and 2 girls
to four year colleges out-of-state. 4 boys and 17 girls to business col-
leges, 24 girls and 9 boys to the local area work force and 20 boys
and 17 girls (includes 4 boys to the Thompson School of Agriculture)
to the University of New Hampshire. This leaves about 15 boys and
girls who have as yet made no decisions and with whom we are con-
tinuing to consult.
All classes, of course, are continuing to receive the benefits of
arranged personal contacts with representatives from all categories
of post secondary schools, from industry, from the Armed Forces and
from other state and federal agencies such as the N. H. State Depart-
ment of Employment Security and the U. S. Office of Economic Op-
portunity. Our most recent liaison has been with the U. S. Department
of Labor in their recruitment of high school sophomores, juniors and
seniors for summer work in our country's crop cultivation and harvest-
ing programs. Continuing results are also being obtained in our efforts
to place students in suitable part time work experiences in our com-
munity.
In the numerous instances where our students have needed help
beyond our school resources, we have aided them in transfering to
other schools ( 5 of our students, for example, will start in the Fall at
the Dover Area Vocational School) and in referring them to mental
health facilities, blind and vocational rehabilitation services and local
welfare agencies. We have been assisted greatly in our efforts to
identify students with special needs and problems by a highly co-
operative faculty with whom we have frequent consultations.
To help our faculty and ourselves in the improvement of our
professional stature, we were instrumental in laying the foundation
for a school professional library.
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Always aware of the need for improvement in our counseling
and guidance services, we have taken full advantage of opportunities
for additional schooling, other school visitations, workshop participa-
tion in testing practices and school admissions processes and frequent
attendance at counseling and guidance gatherings. During the latter
conferences, we have participated in such projects as the completion
of an area pilot study on school dropouts which has every chance of
becoming a statewide project and in the securing of membership for
our New Hampshire Guidance Council in the national American Per-
sonnel and Guidance Association.
Highlights in the carrying out of our obligations to our com-
munity have been our participation with the Chamber of Commerce
in the holding of a Career Night for students and their parents, speak-
ing engagements at civic gatherings, participation in the establishment
of the Rochester Chapter of the Dollars for Scholars community effort
to help deserving students and aid to local community efforts to pro-
vide other financial help to students.
Becoming part of the school budget for the first time as a separ-
ate school department, we anticipate the improvement of our coun-
seling and guidance services to our school and community through
the proposed expansion of our resources and facilities.
Respectfully submitted,
LEON A. BRIGGS





To the Superintendent of Schools:
The school health program occupies an important place in the
educational effort of a school system. We are striving to assist the
students in developing and maintaining a state of maximum health.
- The following paragraphs will summarize some of our activities as
school nurse-teachers.
An immunization program was initiated this past year. All
pupils were offered the opportunity to have Trivalent Oral Polio
Vaccine. Three thousand two hundred and forty-eight doses of the
vaccines were given in November and December. The second dose
of vaccine will be given in February. During the coming school year
the program will be concerned with the immunizations for diph-
theria, tetanus, and whooping cough. Dr. Richard Roy, School Phsyi-
cian, is the consultant for this project.
A testing program for the detection of tuberculosis was carried
on in May and June of 1964. The Volmer Patch Test was offered to
pupils of grades 2, 5, and 8. The children who showed a reaction
to the test were x-rayed and examined. The skin testing is to be
done in all grades in the spring of 1965. This serves as a survey
of the entire community. If there are numerous reactors to the test
among the school populations it means that tuberculosis is prevalent
in the adult group.
Visiting days for the incoming first graders were held during
May. The children were invited to spend a day in the classroom to
become acquainted with the school personnel and their classmates.
Physical inspections were made by the nurses. The children enter
school much better prepared because of the activities of the pre-
school conference day.
The children with speech defects are privileged to have the
services of a therapist each week. Mrs. Ruth Cullinane, from the
Portsmouth Rehabilitation Center, has accomplished much in her
work with these students. It would be desirable to extend this service
to more children by adding another day to the therapists time. At
present, she is working with about half of the children who show a
need for such treatment.
The pupils of grades one, four, seven, and ten were examined
by Dr. Richard Roy. He was assisted with the examinations in the
parochial schools by Drs. John L. Hartigan, Alexander Smith, and
Norman Mireault. The defects found by the doctors are reported
to the parents by the nurses. Dr. Roy is available as a health con-
sultant at all times.
The nurses have been able to do more work in the area of health
education. The schools have been provided with excellent materials
on numerous phases of this subject. The Proctor and Gamble Company
provided the school with a dental health program. It was presented
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to the children by the teachers with the cooperation of all local den-
tists and the school nurses. There was considerable interest stimulated
in dental care as a result of the fine presentation of the material.
Our schools are fortunate in being able to utilize the facilities
of the Strafford Child Guidance Foundation for the care of the emo-
tionally disturbed children. Mr. Walker Wheeler, Psychiatric Social
Worker, acts as a consultant to the school personnel. He visits the
schools bi-weekly and can be called at any time to assist in the
handling of problem cases. The citizens of Rochester should be very
grateful that the services of a child guidance clinic are available
in this vicinity.
The routine health inspections and services, such as, vision screen-
ings, weighing and measuring, hearing tests, dental inspections, first
aid, and follow-up work were carried on by us. We have endeavored
to concentrate on the work in areas which will provide the students
the best health service possible in our present set-up.
The needs of many children from underprivileged families are
financed by local charitable organizations. The members of the vari-
ous clubs should be commended for their generosity to the less fortu-
nate children in our community.
We want to thank the superintendents and the teachers for the






ROCHESTER SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
July 1. 1963 to June 30, 1964
Beginning Balance — July 1. 1963
RECEIPTS
Lunch Sales — Children
Lunch Sales — Adults
Reimbursement
Misc. Cash










Yield Taxes — Uncollected 117.00
Yield Taxes — Collected, not Remitted 400.99




Land and Buildings $3,761,802.52
Personal Property 730,687.21
Future Taxation to Retire Debt 256,750.00







Total Liabilities and Capital $5,105,633.42
Exhibit 3 - Comparative Summary of
Revenues and Expenditures
Year Ended December 31, 1964
ESTIMATED INCOME:
Exhibit 4 - Real Estate and Personal Property






















Ward House, Ward Four
Bonny Lot, Farmington
Dunlop Lot, Farmington Rd.
Gravel Pit, Charles St.
Hanson Lot, Salmon Falls Rd.




East Rochester 1,600.00 1,600.00
Sundry Real Estate acquired by
Tax Collector Deeds 4,750.00 4,750.00
Sewerage Dept. Equip. 6,177.80 6,177.80
Ward House, Ward Two 900.00 69.00 969.00
Parking Lot Entrance 225.00 225.00
Salt Shed 3,557.35 3,557.35
Parking Lot,
Congress Street 19,699.00 19,699.00
Swimming Pool 35,670.19 35,670.19
Foot Bridge 20,867.89 20,867.89
Real Personal
Estate Property
$ 139,911.49 $ 26,075.44 $
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River Street Parking Lot 27,368.62 27,368.62
Recreation Land, Rt. 16 3,500.00 2,000.00 5,500.00
Old Dover Road
Dump Site 3,000.00 3,000.00
$3,761,802.52 $730,687.21 $4,492,489.73
° This figure represents the Capital contribution of the Municipality
to the Water Works Division.
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Exhibit 6 — Summary of Taxes Uncollected
December 31. 1964
1963 PROPERTY AND POLL TAXES
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Water Supply Equipment 49,909.72
Pumping Station Equipment 2,457.24
Purification Equipment 14,206.16
Transmission Mains 649,891.45





Shop and Garage Equipment 89,266.92
Office Equipment 5,195.97
Total Plant Assets $1,832,361.19
Current Assets:






Less - Reserve for
delinquent accounts 1,081.98
$118,842.72











Total Capital Liabilities $ 641,581.81




Total Current Liabilities .$ 21,843.28
Reserves
:
Depreciation of Plant Assets $ 577,144.55
Capital Contributions:
Municipality 356,393.69
In Aid of Construction 192,073.15
Total Capital Construction $ 548,466.84
Revenue Surplus (Profit or Loss) $ 188,231.36
Total Liabilities $1,977,267.84
Exhibit 9 - Rochester Water Works Division
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
December 31, 1964
Revenues :
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Operating Profit $ 52,469.49
Less - Depreciation $ 24,675.65
Net Profit transferred to Revenue Surplus $ 27,793.84
Reconciliation of Principal and Income Balance
COMMON TRUST




TOTAL COMMON TRUST $139,477.58
"U.S. Savings Bond $ 500.00
"Eaton and Howard Balanced Fund 1,981.01
"Savings Account 350.58
2,831.59
TOTAL PRINCIPAL BALANCE $142,309.17
This report was prepared from figures supplied by the Rochester
Savings Bank and Trust Company.
City of Rochester
FINAL BUDGET REPORT FOR THE






Gas, Oil & Tires 15,014.15
Repairs to Equipment 9,574.12




T.R.A. - App. "A" 1,849.28









Parks & Commons 3,000.11
Street Signs 71.70
Sewer Construction 5,225.79
Misc. Private Work 199.98
New Trees 78.40
Debt & Interest 47,983.27
Recreation 25,256.07
Audit of City Books
Outside Budget Items
N. H. Municipal Assn 501.13
Visiting Nurse Assn. 2,050.00
Public Band Concerts 900.00
Civil Defense 1,839.85
Memorial & Veterans Day 650.00
Christmas Decorations, C of C. 200.00
Chamber of Commerce 300.00
C of C Industrial Committee 795.00
Budget Surplus Deficit
35,500.00 9,611.73
13,500.00 1,054.59
14,300.00 714.15
8,500.00 1,074.12
3,320.00 779.74
200.00 37.57
2,700.00 1,274.37
2,300.00 249.76
1,849.28
600.00 217.53
4,714.00 304.48
1.800.00 469.09
450.00 1.64
2,000.00 15.82
1,100.00 704.61
23,272.00 1,193.95
5.983.00 802.86
36.79
3,149.00


